A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW OF THE EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF FLUORIDATION

PART B: EXCLUDED STUDIES
**INCLUDED AND EXCLUDED CITATIONS**
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**Final status:** Excluded.
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**Final status:** Excluded.
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**Final status:** Excluded.
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**Final status:** Excluded.
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**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Not a clinical study.
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1998, “Caution with fluoride-containing cleaners”, *Health news (Waltham, Mass.)*, vol. 4, no. 6, p. 5.

**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Not a clinical study.

**Final status:** Excluded.


**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Not a clinical study.

**Final status:** Excluded.


**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Not a clinical study.

**Final status:** Excluded.


**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Wrong intervention.

**Final status:** Excluded.
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**Final status:** Excluded.
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**Final status:** Excluded.
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Title/abstract: Excluded. Not a clinical study.
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Title/abstract: Excluded. Not a clinical study.

Final status: Excluded.
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Final status: Excluded.
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Final status: Excluded.
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Title/abstract: Excluded. Not a clinical study.
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Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Wrong outcomes.

Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Not a clinical study.

Final status: Excluded.

2002, “Active decay and fluoride varnish”, Dentistry today, vol. 21, no. 6, p. 44.

Title/abstract: Excluded. Not a clinical study.

Final status: Excluded.
Title/abstract: Excluded. Not a clinical study.
Final status: Excluded.

Title/abstract: Excluded. Wrong intervention.
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**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Wrong outcomes.
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**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Not a clinical study.
**Final status:** Excluded.

**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Not a clinical study.
**Final status:** Excluded.

**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Not a clinical study. Guideline.
**Final status:** Excluded.

2006, “Facts about fluoride”, *CDS review.*, vol. 99, no. 1, p. 44.
**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Not a clinical study.
**Final status:** Excluded.

**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Not a clinical study.
**Final status:** Excluded.

**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Wrong intervention.
**Final status:** Excluded.

**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Wrong intervention.
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2006, “Facts about fluoride”, *CDS review.*, vol. 99, no. 1, p. 44.
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**Final status:** Excluded.

**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Not a clinical study.
**Final status:** Excluded.
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**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Wrong intervention.
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**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Wrong intervention.
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**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Wrong intervention.

**Final status:** Excluded.


**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Wrong intervention.

**Final status:** Excluded.


**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Wrong intervention.
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**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Wrong intervention.
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**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Wrong intervention.

**Final status:** Excluded.


**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Wrong intervention.

**Final status:** Excluded.


**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Wrong intervention.

**Final status:** Excluded.


**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Wrong intervention.

**Final status:** Excluded.


**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Wrong intervention.

**Final status:** Excluded.


**Title/abstract:** Included. XS. Caries. Water fluoride. N=1128.

**Full paper:** Excluded. Does not meet criteria set by McDonagh (2000) review. Wrong/no comparator. No non-fluoride comparison group.

**Final status:** Excluded.
**Title/abstract:** Included. XS. Caries. Water fluoride. N=544.  
**Full paper:** Excluded. Does not meet criteria set by McDonagh (2000) review. Single-time point measured.  
**Final status:** Excluded.

**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Not a clinical study.  
**Final status:** Excluded.

**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Not a clinical study.  
**Final status:** Excluded.

**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Not a clinical study.  
**Final status:** Excluded.

**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Not a clinical study.  
**Final status:** Excluded.

**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Not a clinical study.  
**Final status:** Excluded.

**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Wrong intervention.  
**Final status:** Excluded.

**Title/abstract:** Included. Caries. Fluorosis. Water.  
**Final status:** Excluded.
**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Not a clinical study.
**Final status:** Excluded.

Adair, S. M. 2005, “Fluoridation then and now”, Pediatric dentistry., vol. 27, no. 4, p. 270.
**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Not a clinical study.
**Final status:** Excluded.

**Title/abstract:** Included. SR. Caries. Topical.
**Full paper:** Excluded. Not a clinical study. Narrative review.
**Final status:** Excluded.

**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Not a clinical study.
**Final status:** Excluded.

**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Wrong intervention.
**Final status:** Excluded.

**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Wrong intervention.
**Final status:** Excluded.

**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Wrong intervention.
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**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Wrong outcomes.
**Final status:** Excluded.
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**Final status:** Excluded.
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**Final status:** Excluded.
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**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Wrong intervention.

**Final status:** Excluded.


**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Wrong intervention.

**Final status:** Excluded.


**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Not a clinical study.

**Final status:** Excluded.


**Title/abstract:** Included. CCT. Caries. Topical fluoride. N=856.

**Full paper:** Included.

**Final status:** Included.


**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Not a clinical study.

**Final status:** Excluded.


**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Not a clinical study.

**Final status:** Excluded.
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**Final status:** Excluded.
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**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Wrong outcomes.
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**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Wrong outcomes.
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**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Wrong outcomes.

**Final status:** Excluded.


**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Wrong outcomes.

**Final status:** Excluded.


**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Wrong intervention.

**Final status:** Excluded.


**Title/abstract:** Included. XS. Fluorosis. Fracture. Water fluoride. N=?

**Full paper:** Included (fracture). Excluded (fluorosis). No low/optimal fluoridation group.

**Final status:** Included."

Title/abstract: Excluded. Wrong indication.
Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Not a clinical study.
Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Wrong outcomes.
Final status: Excluded.


Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Not a clinical study.
Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Included. XS. Caries. Water.
Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Included. XS. Caries. Water fluoride. N=301.
Final status: Excluded.


Full paper: Excluded. Wrong study type. Not a CCT/RCT.
Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Wrong intervention.
Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Not a clinical study.
Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Wrong indication.
Final status: Excluded.
**Title/abstract**: Excluded. Wrong outcomes.  
**Final status**: Excluded.

**Title/abstract**: Excluded. Not a clinical study.  
**Final status**: Excluded.

**Title/abstract**: Included. XS. Fluorosis. Salt flouride. N=1373.  
**Full paper**: Included.  
**Final status**: Included.

**Title/abstract**: Excluded. Wrong intervention.  
**Final status**: Excluded.

**Title/abstract**: Excluded. Wrong intervention.  
**Final status**: Excluded.

**Title/abstract**: Excluded. Wrong intervention.  
**Final status**: Excluded.

**Title/abstract**: Excluded. Not a clinical study. Methodology.  
**Final status**: Excluded.

**Title/abstract**: Excluded. Wrong intervention.  
**Final status**: Excluded.

Title/abstract: Included. XS. Fluorosis. Water.


Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Not a clinical study.

Final status: Excluded.
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Final status: Excluded.
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Title/abstract: Excluded. Wrong intervention.
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Title/abstract: Excluded. Wrong indication.
Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Included. SR. Caries. Topical fluoride.
Full paper: Included.
Final status: Included.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Wrong intervention.
Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Not a clinical study.
Final status: Excluded.
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Title/abstract: Excluded. Wrong outcomes.
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Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Wrong intervention.

Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Not a clinical study.

Retrieve.

Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Wrong intervention.

Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Wrong outcomes.

Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Not a clinical study.

Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Wrong outcomes.

Final status: Excluded.


Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Not a clinical study.

Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Wrong intervention.

Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Wrong intervention.

Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Wrong outcomes.

Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Not a clinical study.

Final status: Excluded.

Anusavice, K. J. 1999, “Does ART have a place in preservative dentistry?”, Community Dentistry and Oral Epidemiology, vol. 27, no. 6, pp. 442-448. **Title/abstract**: Excluded. Wrong intervention. **Final status**: Excluded.


**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Wrong intervention.

**Final status:** Excluded.


**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Wrong intervention.

**Final status:** Excluded.


**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Not a clinical study.

**Final status:** Excluded.


**Title/abstract:** Included. XS. Caries. Water fluoride. N=1145.

**Full paper:** Excluded. Does not meet criteria set by McDonagh (2000) review. Wrong/no comparator.

**Final status:** Excluded.


**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Wrong indication.

**Final status:** Excluded.


**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Wrong intervention.

**Final status:** Excluded.


**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Not a clinical study.

**Final status:** Excluded.


**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Wrong intervention.

**Final status:** Excluded.


**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Wrong intervention.

**Final status:** Excluded.


**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Not a clinical study.

**Final status:** Excluded.


**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Not a clinical study.

**Final status:** Excluded.


**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Not a clinical study.

**Final status:** Excluded.


**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Wrong intervention.

**Final status:** Excluded.


**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Not a clinical study.
**Final status:** Excluded.


**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Not a clinical study.
**Final status:** Excluded.


**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Not a clinical study.
**Final status:** Excluded.


**Title/abstract:** Included. CCT. Caries. Topical.
**Full paper:** Excluded (topical). Analysis based on Marinho Cochrane reviews. Study published pre-2000.
**Final status:** Excluded.


**Title/abstract:** Included. CCT. Caries. Topical.
**Full paper:** Excluded. Analysis based on Marinho Cochrane reviews. Study published pre-2000.
**Final status:** Excluded.


**Title/abstract:** Included. CCT. Caries. Topical.
**Full paper:** Excluded. Duplicate data.
**Final status:** Excluded.


**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Not a clinical study.
**Final status:** Excluded.


**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Wrong outcomes.
**Final status:** Excluded.


**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Wrong intervention.
**Final status:** Excluded.


**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Wrong intervention.
**Final status:** Excluded.


**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Wrong intervention.
**Final status:** Excluded.

**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Not a clinical study.

**Final status:** Excluded.


**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Not a clinical study.

**Final status:** Excluded.


**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Not a clinical study.

**Final status:** Excluded.


**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Not a clinical study.

**Final status:** Excluded.


**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Wrong outcomes.

**Final status:** Excluded.


**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Not a clinical study.

**Final status:** Excluded.


**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Wrong outcomes.

**Final status:** Excluded.


**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Not a clinical study.

**Final status:** Excluded.


**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Wrong intervention.

**Final status:** Excluded.


**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Not a clinical study.

**Final status:** Excluded.

Title/abstract: Excluded. Not a clinical study.
Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Wrong intervention.
Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Not a clinical study.
Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Not a clinical study.
Final status: Excluded.

Aurelio Peres, M., Simara Fernandes, L., & Glazer Peres, K. 2004, “Inequality of water fluoridation in Southern Brazil - The inverse equity hypothesis revisited”, Social Science and Medicine, vol. 58, no. 6, pp. 1181-1189.

Title/abstract: Excluded. Wrong outcomes.
Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Not a clinical study.
Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Included. RCT. Caries. Topical fluoride. N=142.
Full paper: Excluded. Study size. < 500 pts.
Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Wrong outcomes.
Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Wrong intervention.
Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Not a clinical study.
Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Not a clinical study.
Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Wrong intervention.
Final status: Excluded.

Title/abstract: Excluded. Wrong intervention.
Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Wrong intervention.
Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Wrong intervention.
Final status: Excluded.

Awadia, A. K., Birkeland, J. M., Haugejorden, O., & Bjorvatn, K. 2000, “An attempt to explain why Tanzanian children drinking water containing 0.2 or 3.6 mg fluoride per liter exhibit a similar level of dental fluorosis”, Clinical Oral Investigations, vol. 4, no. 4, pp. 238-244.

Title/abstract: Excluded. Wrong outcomes.
Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Included. XS. Caries. Water fluoride. N=357.
Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Wrong intervention.
Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Included. SR. Caries. Topical fluoride.
Full paper: Included.
Final status: Included.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Wrong intervention.
Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Not a clinical study.
Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Wrong intervention.
Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Wrong intervention.
Final status: Excluded.

Title/abstract: Excluded. Wrong intervention.
Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Wrong intervention.
Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Not a clinical study.
Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Not a clinical study.
Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Not a clinical study.
Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Not a clinical study.
Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Wrong intervention.
Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Wrong intervention.
Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Not a clinical study.
Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Not a clinical study.
Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Wrong outcomes.
Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Wrong outcomes.
Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Wrong outcomes.
Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Not a clinical study.
Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Not a clinical study.
Final status: Excluded.
Title/abstract: Excluded. Wrong intervention.
Final status: Excluded.

Title/abstract: Excluded. Wrong intervention.
Final status: Excluded.

Title/abstract: Excluded. Wrong outcomes.
Final status: Excluded.

Title/abstract: Excluded. Not a clinical study.
Final status: Excluded.

Title/abstract: Excluded. Not a clinical study.
Final status: Excluded.

Bader, J. D., Rozier, G., Harris, R., & Lohr, K. N. 2001, Dental caries prevention: the physician’s role in child oral health.
Title/abstract: Included. SR. Caries. Topical.
Full paper: Duplicate data Bader et al (2001; published paper).
Final status: Excluded.

Title/abstract: Included. SR. Caries. Topical fluoride.
Full paper: Included. Published report of AHRQ review.
Final status: Included.

Title/abstract: Included. SR. Caries. Topical fluoride.
Final status: Excluded.

Title/abstract: Excluded. Not a clinical study.
Final status: Excluded.

Title/abstract: Included. SR. Caries. Topical fluoride.
Final status: Excluded.

Title/abstract: Excluded. Wrong outcomes.
Final status: Excluded.

Title/abstract: Excluded. Wrong outcomes.
Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Not a clinical study.
Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Not a clinical study.
Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Not a clinical study.
Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Not a clinical study.
Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Not a clinical study.
Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Not a clinical study.
Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Not a clinical study.
Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Not a clinical study.
Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Wrong intervention.
Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Not a clinical study.
Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Wrong intervention.
Final status: Excluded.
**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Wrong indication. 
**Final status:** Excluded.

**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Not a clinical study. 
**Final status:** Excluded.

**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Wrong indication. 
**Final status:** Excluded.

**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Wrong indication. 
**Final status:** Excluded.

**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Not a clinical study. 
**Final status:** Excluded.

**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Wrong intervention. 
**Final status:** Excluded.

**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Not a clinical study. 
**Final status:** Excluded.

**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Wrong intervention. 
**Final status:** Excluded.

**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Not a clinical study. 
**Final status:** Excluded.

**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Wrong outcomes. 
**Final status:** Excluded.

**Title/abstract:** Excluded. Wrong intervention. 
**Final status:** Excluded.

**Title/abstract:** Included. Fluorosis. Water. 
**Final status:** Excluded.


Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Included. SR. Fluorosis.

Full paper: Excluded. Wrong outcomes.

Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Not a clinical study.

Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Wrong intervention.

Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Wrong outcomes.

Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Not a clinical study.

Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Not a clinical study.

Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Not a clinical study.

Final status: Excluded.


Title/abstract: Excluded. Wrong intervention.
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